WarmCore
Patio Door

REDEFINING THERMAL
PERFORMANCE FOR
PATIO DOORS
Smooth gliding, aluminium-hybrid patio doors.

NEXT
GENERATION
INLINE DOORS
With built-in thermal performance.

U1.0
With triple glazed U-values (used to
calculate thermal efficiency) as low
as 1.0 and double glazed values of
1.4, your WarmCore patio will help
keep heating bills low.
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WarmCore inline patio doors allow
natural light to flood in to your home
through large glazed sashes that
maximise the enjoyment of your view.
The full width thermal core at the heart of
the WarmCore range lets you enjoy the
desirability and durability of aluminium, while
keeping your home snug and warm. Custom
designed 10 wheel rollers glide effortlessly
on a precision engineered track, making
these panoramic doors the perfect blend of
aesthetics and performance.

10 year
guarantee

Peace of mind comes from
a comprehensive 10 year
guarantee covering surface
finish and mechanical
operation direct from the
manufacturer.
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Incredibly secure,
helping protect you
and your home.

Anthracite Grey
RAL 7016
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Black

Stainless Steel

SECURITY
BUILT-IN
Featuring our bi-directional
lock, for added security

Each of our WarmCore patio doors are fitted
with a high security ‘Anti-Snap’ and ‘AntiBump’ Yale Platinum 3 Star cylinder, designed
to provide maximum security against known
cylinder attack methods.

For added peace of mind choose the optional
laminate glass upgrade – giving your WarmCore
patio doors ‘Secured by Design’ accreditation the official UK Police initiative ‘designing out crime’
through physical security.
Innovative Handle & Lock
With an emphasis on clean, modern aesthetics
we custom designed a high quality ‘lift-to-lock’
handle, unique to the WarmCore patio. This
innovative handle operates the bi-directional locks
located at the top and bottom of the door. These
‘claws’ make WarmCore patios incredibly secure,
helping protect you and your home.
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CHOOSE A
DIFFERENT COLOUR,
INSIDE AND OUT
The choice is all yours.
WarmCore inline patios are available in a choice
of 15 hard wearing powder coated colours
and 6 stunning woodgrain foils. Your choice of
external and internal colour helps you match the
look of your home inside and out.

Powder coated colours

Pure White

Anthracite Grey
RAL 7016

Cream
RAL 9001

Lavender Haze
BS 4800 22 B 17

Telegrey 4
RAL 7047

Telegrey 2
RAL 7046

Dusty Grey
RAL 7037

Slate Grey
RAL 7015

Jet Black
RAL 9005

Deep Saxe Blue
BS 381C 113

Light Admiralty Grey
BS 381C 697

Pebble Grey
RAL 7032

Traffic White
RAL 9016

Smoke Grey
BS 381C 692

Antelope
BS 4800 08 B 21

Woodgrain foils
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Light Oak
Super-Matt

Ginger Oak
Super-Matt

Honey Oak
Super-Matt

Monument Oak

Amaranth

Macore

THRESHOLD
OPTIONS
Flexibility designed to match your needs.
A choice of threshold options, which can be
combined with various sill configurations, let you
find the ideal solution for your requirements.

Part M
low threshold

Standard
outer frame
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CLEAN,
CONTEMPORARY
LINES
Architectural appeal meets practicality.
We’ve brought the classic sliding patio
door up-to-date with clean lines, a flush
finish and a hard-wearing aluminium
exterior, combining architectural appeal
with practicality.
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With two, three and four pane configurations
you can choose a style that suits both your
home and living style, bringing the outside
in during summer months and keeping the
cold out during the winter.

Built in safety brakes
guarantee soft,
dampened operation.

NEXT
GENERATION
INLINE PATIO
Reliable and safe.

10 wheel roller
The WarmCore inline patio uses a unique,
high-quality wheelset with each sash running
on 10 self-levelling rollers to give you ultrasmooth, reliable performance.
The wheels have been tested to 50,000
cycles, so you know your doors will be
running effortlessly for years to come.
Safety first
Our modern safety brakes are an optional
add-on to prevent trapped fingers and
unintentional slamming, particularly useful
when children are around.
Carefully engineered, these built in safety
brakes guarantee soft, dampened operation,
helping prevent misuse.
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Subject to technical modification.

WarmCore
Patio Door

profine UK Ltd.
Common Lane,
Huthwaite,
Nottinghamshire, NG17 6AD.
Phone - 01623 579200
Email - enquiries@profine-uk.com
Web - profine-uk.com
Online sales portal - portal.profine-uk.com

